Science

Phonics
Children will continue to:


Revision of Phase 1, 2 and 3 sounds



Revision of the sound families e.g.
igh, ie and i-e



Practise word blending for reading.



Practise reading and writing words

Investigating the properties of materials
Children will be continuing to investigate and
describe the properties of materials. In this topic
the children will be investigating the absorbency
of different materials, the properties of ice and



Crossing ten when adding
and subtracting



Place value with numbers to
fifty (multiples of 2s, 5s and

exploring how the seasons change.

10s to be included).


with tricky spellings.


Maths
Children will be learning about:

Measurement: length and
height.

Write compositions using picture



prompt to apply their different phonic

Measurement: weight and
volume

sounds



Multiplication and division

English
This term the children will be continuing with their
core text ‘Major Glad, Major Dizzy’. By the end of
this term, the children will have planned and rewritten ‘Major Glad, Major Dizzy’ and published it
to create their own book to take home.

YEAR 1
History

In SPAG, we will be continuing to practise writing
correctly punctuated sentences using capital letters
in the correct places, full stops, exclamation marks
and question marks. They will also practise writing
sentences
to include the conjunction ‘and’ when joining two
ideas together. The children will also learn how to
apply the suffixes: -s, -es, -ed, -er, -ing, -est to
different root words and understand the relevant
spelling rules.

Life as a Victorian

The Victorians
In this topic the children will be learning about life
in the Victorian era. We will be looking at different
aspects of children’s lives in the past and how they
differ from life today. The children will explore and
research different inventions and consider why this
era was important in the development of inventions.

DT
Flying Machine

PSHE
Living in the wider world
We will be considering why class rules are
important and to understand that people have
rights and learn how to respect each other’s

This term the children will be continuing to look at how

rights.

‘flying machines’ have changed. They will be looking at
different types of ‘flying machines’ (aeroplanes, hot air

unique.

balloons, paragliding, helicopters) and the materials that

We will identify the special people who

work in the community and learn about their roles.

are used in constructing them and how they are built.
The children will then have the opportunity to design,
create, test and evaluate their own flying machine.

We will look at groups and communities

that we belong to and understand that everyone is

YEAR 1
The Victorians

Computing
We are Painters!
The children will be looking at using the computer
to create their own cartoon character.

R.E
In RE we will looking at what makes a person special and
learning about different religious leaders.

The children will

reflect upon the qualities of a good leader.

